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We write to offer comments regarding the Department's February 13, 1999 proposed
rulemaking, which would revise 28 Pa. Code § 1001c/ seq. Duane, Morris & Heckscher LLP
represents numerous ambulance services, hospitals, physicians, health care associations and
other members of the EMS system throughout Pennsylvania, however, unless otherwise noted
these comments are not submitted on behalf of a particular client or clients and should not
necessarily be construed as such.

Section 1001.2 - Definitions

The definition of "Medical command" could be modified to clarify thai orders may be
given to withhold treatment as well as to administer it. Thus, perhaps this definition could state
"an order given by a medical command physician . . . to provide, withhold or withdraw
immediate medical care . . . " &ee 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5413, which authorizes EMS providers to
withhold resuscitation when directed by a medical command physician. Please note that there
are several other sections of the regulations that should be modified to be consistent with this
definition in the event the Department adopts this suggestion.

Section 1001 41 - Data and information requirements.

We have been asked by one of our clients to inform you that it believes it will have
substantial difficulty in complying with the requirement that hospitals be given a copy of the run
report within 24 hours of the call. A service which inputs data into a computerised call report
will be able to print these reports out within 24 hours, but will not necessarily be able to deliver
'hem to the hospital and we are told that our client is not permitted by their hospitals to fax the
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reports to the E.R. Perhaps a section could be added expressly authorizing these reports to be
sent to the hospital via facsimile and stating that such a practice would not violate patient
confidentiality; this would ease the burdens imposed by this section.

Section 1001,42 - Dissemination of information.

We suggest that subsection (a)(3) read "to the patient or to the following authorized
persons; the patient's duly-appointed attomey-in-fact; court-appointed guardian of the patient's
person and/or estate if the patient has been adjudicated as an incapacitated person; the patient's
parent or legal guardian if the patient is a minor; the executor/executrix or
administrator/administratrix of the patient's estate; or to such other third party as the patient or
other authorized person shall direct in a writing signed by the patient or authorized person"

We suggest that subsection (a)(4) read "under an order, subpoena or other lawful
process of a court of competent jurisdiction"

We suggest that subsection (a)(7) be added to state "to a health care provider to whom
responsibility for the patient's care has been transferred or to another health care provider insofar
as is necessary to facilitate that provider's care or treatment of the patient."

Section 1001.43 - Retention of ambulance call reports.

We suggest that a section by this title be added to clarify a question that we have been
frequently asked in our representation of EMS organizations. Similar to the record retention
regulations promulgated by the State Board of Medicine, the Department could require
ambulance call records to be retained tor a period of seven years following the date of service or
two years following the patient's attainment of the age of majority, whichever is later. See 49
Pa. Code §16.95 (record retention provision of Medical Board regulations) and 42 Pa. C.S.A.
§5524 (two year statute of limitations for personal injury actions).

Section 1001.123 - Responsibilities f of regional EMS councils)

Subsection 3 imposes upon regions the responsibility to advise PSAPs and counties as to
"recommended dispatching criteria." Does this term mean "dispatching order" (i.e., primary
versus secondary); does it mean "criteria for ALS versus BLS dispatch"; or, does it mean
something else altogether? If regions are to make such recommendations, they should be
consistent with the regional EMS plan as presented to the public for comment, What criteria are
contemplated for one licensed ambulance service to be recommended for dispatch over another,
if indeed primary versus secondary recommendations are contemplated by this section? Can an
ambulance service affected by the regional dispatch recommendation appeal or be heard on the
region's recommendation? Finally, are the dispatch recommendations to be consistent with the
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area to which the ambulance service commits to serve as primary respondcr (i.e., can a region
recommend that an ambulance service be dispatched to an area it does not wish to cover)?

On a separate issue — as you may be aware, the restocking of ambulances by hospitals
has been a subject of some concern by the Office o ("Inspector General (OIG) of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. In fact, the OIG has determined that the practice can
constitute illegal remuneration under the federal anti-kickback statute, 42 U.S.C. § 1320a - 7b(b),
and subject hospitals and ambulance services to criminal and civil penalties if not properly
structured. (OIG Advisory Opinion 97-6, October 8, 1997.) In subsequent advisory opinions on
the restocking issue, the OIG has indicated it would not sanction arrangements which were
instituted through the auspices of a regional EMS council, since the arrangement would be
pursuant to a coordinated system nfcare as opposed to a unilateral offer by one hospital, which
could result in improper steering of patients to that particular facility. (OIG Advisory Opinions
98 7, June II , 1998; 98-13, September 23, 1998; 98-14, October 21, 1998.)

Therefore, it might be worthwhile to add a provision to Section 1001.123 which
specifically permits regional EMS councils "to formulate plans, policies, and procedures for the
restocking of nonreusable ambulance supplies, medications and/or linens by hospitals to whom
patients are brought by licensed ambulance services" or some words to this effect. This would
be helpful language in the event any Pennsylvania entities request OIG advisory opinions on the
restocking issue in the future,

Section 1005

Though section 1005.2 permits an ambulance service which intends to engage primarily
in interfacility transports to so note on their licensure application, section 1005.10 imposes on all
ambulance services an obligation to respond to emergencies when dispatched by a PSAP. This
might impose undue burdens on some transport services, but, more significantly, there is some
logical inconsistency in this regulatory position. The Department is clear regarding its inability
to regulate communications centers under the current state of the law. Yet, a licensed ambulance
service can be subject to discipline for failing to respond to emergency dispatches when it
intends to be solely an interfacility transport service. Neither the Department nor a licensee has
any say in when they are or are not placed in a PSAPfs dispatch rotation, but the licensee may
endanger its license for failing to abide by the will of a PSAP. The same comments apply to
section l005.I0(e), which requires an ambulance service to communicate certain information to
the PSAP. If a PSAP tells the Department or the region that in its opinion the ambulance service
is not communicating with it, the PSAP, which is unregulated by the Department, can jeopardize
the status of a licensed ambulance service. Moreover, ambulance services would be required to
keep records of times when they were unable to respond to calls and times in which they were
out of service. If an ambulance service 1ms insufficient staff to respond to calls or to remain in
service, it probably will have insufficient staff to keep these records.
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On a final, related note, the provisions of section 1005.10 which require an ambulance
service to inform PSAPs when they are unavailable for response also seem to apply to
interfacility transport services. PSAPs have no need for this information if an interfacility
transport service is having a contractual dispute with a contracted facility and will not respond to
requests for assistance for some reason, These requirements should be limited to those times
when an ambulance service is unable to respond to emergencies only.

Section 1005.2(e) is unclear. A licensee would be required to secure "an amendment of
its license prior to substantively altering the location or operation of its ambulances in an EMS
region/' There are numerous vague terms and this section potentially imposes significant
burdens on ambulance services. The Act and the decisional law of the Commonwealth (gee
Medic-9 Paramedic Service. Inc. V. Department of Health. 683 A.2d 1275 (Pa. Commonwealth
Ct. 1996) suggest that an ambulance service license is not intended to regulate the number of
ambulance services in a particular area; the amendments to section 1005.2(e) seem to have that
effect. In addition, this provision appears to limit a license to a particular geographic area,
something the legislature has not chosen to do and a responsibility it has not delegated to the
Department. Of course, an ambulance service would have to meet all equipment, vehicle and
crew requirements regardless of where its vehicles were located; perhaps the Department can
specifically require this without requiring licensees to "amend their licenses" whenever
competitive and business realities lead them to modify their areas of operation.

A licensee would be required under section 1005. l0(a)(l) to have available for
Department inspection "a process for scheduling staff.11 The scheduling process at many
organizations is to activate pagers and raise a crew at the time of a call. Perhaps this section
could state "a process for scheduling or notifying staff." In addition, under section 1005.10(d),
minimum staffing standards are met only when two conditions are satisfied: (1) a licensee has
duty roster of persons committed to be available and (2) when minimum staff are present during
treatment and transport. The first requirement might be burdensome to volunteer services and to
others ?hat pay their employees a minimal on call fee or pay them only on a per call basis. If the
ambulance service is required to have personnel committed to respond at certain times, it is more
likely that the personnel would be "engaged to be wailing11 rather than "waiting to be engaged"
under the Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 201 ct seq., and all "standby lime" might
become compensate hours worked, triggering the minimum wage and overtime provisions of
the FLSA. This would pose a significant expense to many licensees.

Section I005.10(g) appears to tighten the requirements for lights and siren use and this
effort should be applauded. However, the language chosen is quite subjective ("in good faith
perceived to present") and will likely do little to cure the widespread, negligent overuse of
audible and visual warning devices. I have always advocated an approach that "emergency
lights and audible warning devices may not be used unless . . " if only to state that the default is
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not to use lights and sirens, and that to use them is an exception. The "beyond the capabilities"
language at the end of this paragraph is a welcome addition.

Section 1005.15, which requires licensees to provide 90 days advance notice of
discontinuing operations, addresses a praiseworthy goal. Nevertheless, I am unconvinced that
this provision and the corresponding provision of the Act, 35 P.S. §6932(q), are constitutional, in
that they attempt to force a business to operate for at least 90 days but without public financing
of that forced operation. This constitutes a taking of private property for the public good without
just compensation and would probably not withstand constitutional challenge in the event an
ambulance service's license was disciplined for pulling out of an area with less than 90 days

Section 1009,2 - Recognition process.

Section 1009.2(a) requires a medical command facility to obtain recognition from the
Department to qualify for the civil immunity provisions of the Act. While it is true that the Act,
35 P.S. §6931(j)(4) states that "no medical command facility recognized by the Department - - -
shall be liable . . . " it is not in the Department's interest to make it more difficult for a hospital to
assert statutory immunity as a defense. Please delete this language so that defense attorneys
have a fighting chance to assert statutory immunity on behalf of a medical command facility that
may substantially comply with the regulations but has not gone through the recognition process.
Let the judge decide this issue in the context of specific litigation — the Department's recognition
standards would not at all be affected by the deletion of this language.

Please let us know if you have any questions about these comments. We recognize the
Department's hard work in preparing this proposed rulemaking. The Department's commitment
to quality EMS systems continues to be apparent through this undertaking, and Pennsylvania
continues to be a system in which other states can take substantial pride.

truly yours,

Douglas M. Wolfberg
foi DUANE, MORRIS & HECKSCHER LLP
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§1001.2. Definitions.

Pennsylvania Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 7, February 13,1999 - page 918
Department of Health Document - page 76

Ambulance call report - A summary of an emergency ambulance response, nonernergency ALS response,
intcrfacility transport, or nonemergency BLS transport that becomes an emergency. The report shall
contain information in a format provided bv the Department.

Comment/Recommendation:

The Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania respectfully requests a cost analysis be considered to assess
the fiscal impact of this transition (paper to electronic data) on small and rural providers in the
Commonwealth.

Contact Person: Donald DeReamus, DOH/ACT45 Committee Chairman
Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania
3600 Raymond Street
Reading,* PA 19605
1-888-AMB-9121
FAX: 610-921-3075

I! I
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRAURY 13,1999

§1001.2. Definitions.

Department of Health Document - Page 80

Comment: The definition of Emergency should be revised to reflect the American College of Emergency
Physician's prudent layperson definition of emergency which is prevalent in other legislation today.

Recommendation:

Emergency—[A combination of circumstances resulting in a need for immediate medical intervention.]
The sudden onset of a medical condition that manifests itself by acute symptoms of sufficient seventy,
including severe pain, such that a prudent layperson, who possesses an average knowledge of health and
medicine, could reasonably expect the absence of immediate medical attention to result in:

(1) placing the health of the individual, or, with respect to a pregnant woman, the health of the
woman and her unborn child, in serious jeopardy;

(21 serious impairment to bodily functions, or
(3) serious dysfunction of anv bodily organs or parts.

Contact Person: Donald DeReamus, DOH/ACT45 Committee Chairman
Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania
3600 Raymond Street
Reading,'PA 19605
1-888-AMB-9121
FAX: 610-921-3075
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

§1001.2. Definitions.

Pennsylvania Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 7, February 13, 1999 - page 921
Department of Health Document - page 85

Comment: The definition of receiving facility was revised to specify an organized department with a
physician who is trained to manage cardiac, trauma, and pediatric emergencies. There appears to be a void
of medical and psychiatric emergencies due to the specificity in the area of management. We believe the
Department's intent was to have a physician that is well rounded in all disciplines.

Recommendation:

Receiving facility - A fixed facility that provides an organized emergency department [of emergency
medicine], with a [licensed and ACLS certified] physician who is trained to manage cardiac, trauma,
pediatric. medical and psychiatric emergencies, and is present in the facility [who is] and available to the
emergency department 24 [hours a day] hours-a-dav, 7 [hours a week] days-a-week, and a registered nurse
who is present in the emergency department 24 [hours a day] hours-a-day. 7 [hours a week] days-a-week.
The [facilities] facility shall also comply with Chapter 117 (relating to emergency services).

Contact Person: Donald A DeReamus, DOH/ACT45 Committee Chairman
Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania
3600 Raymond Street
Reading, PA 19605
1-888-AMB-9121
FAX: 610-921-3075
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§1003.23. EMT.

(e) Scope of practice

Pennsylvania Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 7, February 13, 1999 - page 935
Department of Health Document - page 143

Comment: In §1003.23. EMT., (e) Scope of practice, the line £2) is a new addition and states:

(2) Transportation of a patient with an indwelling intravenous catheter without medication
running.

With the advent of shorter patient inpatient stays and home health care, patients are using a vast array of
patient controlled devices and other pumps monitored by visiting nurses. The language in the scope of
practice is too specific and may cause potential confusion for an EMT finding a patient on an insulin pump,
CADD pump, PCA pump, etc. If the medication is not the result of the problem or part of a normal
outpatient treatment plan, it should not matter whether it is running or not.

Recommendation:

fc) Scope of practice
(2) Transportation of a patient with an indwelling intravenous catheter without medication

running, unless the medication is part of the patient's normal outpatient treatment plan.

Contact Person: Donald DeReamus, DOH/ACT45 Committee Chairman
Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania
3600 Raymond Street
Reading, PA 19605
1-888-AMB-9121
FAX: 610-921-3075
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

§1005.2. Applications.

§§(*), (5)

Pennsylvania Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 7, February 13, 1999 - page 946
Department of Health Document - page 182

Comment: In §1005.2. Applications., (a), (5) has been reworded to state:

(5) [Service] The emergency service area [served - both primary and mutual-aid] the applicant
commits to serve, or alternatively, a statement that the applicant intends to engage primarily in interfacility
transports.

The Association feels that there is no need for an ambulance service to stipulate its business intent in the
application process to become licensed. A licensed ambulance service in the Commonwealth is licensed to
engage in whatever activity (emergency/non-emergency transportation and treatment) regardless of the
arena they intend to perform in.

Recommendation:

§1005.2. Applications., (a)
(5) [Service] The emergency service area [served - both primary and mutual-aid] the applicant is

available to serve in.

Contact Person: Donald DeReamus, DOH/ACT45 Committee Chairman
Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania
3600 Raymond Street
Reading, PA 19605
1-888-AMB-9121
FAX: 610-921-3075
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

§1005.2. Applications.

§§(a),I2)

Pennsylvania Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 7, February 13, 1999 - page 946
Department of Health Document - page 182

Comment: In §1005.2. Applications., (a), (9) is a new revision and states:

(9) Primary physical building locations, and other building locations out of which it will operate
ambulances or a full description of how its ambulances will be placed and respond to emergency calls if
they will not be operated out of other building locations.

The Association feels this question is answered in (a), (5) and an ambulance service should not have to
stipulate in the application process to become licensed if they engage in system status management
practice.

Recommendation:

§1005.2. Applications., (a)
(91 Primary physical building location, and other building locations out of which it will operate

ambulances.

Contact Person: Donald DeReamus, DOH/ACT45 Committee Chairman
Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania
3600 Raymond Street
Reading, PA 19605
1-888-AMB-9121
FAX: 610-921-3075
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

§1005.2. Applications.

§§<£)

Pennsylvania Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 7, February 13, 1999 - page 946
Department of Health Document - page 183

Comment: In §1005.2. Applications., (e) is a new revision and states:

(o) An ambulance * ..rvice shall apply for and secure an amendment to its license prior to
substantially altering the location or operation of its ambulances in an EMS region, such as a change in
location or operations which would not enable it to timely respond to emergencies in the emergency service
area it committed to serve when it applied for a license. The application for an amendment of an
ambulance service license shall be submitted to the regional EMS council on a form prescribed by the
Department.

The Association feels this entry would be better defined with the addition of physical building in two areas
before the word location and deleting committed and replacing it with the word available.

Recommendation:

§1005.2. Applications.
(e) An ambulance service shall apply for and secure an amendment to its license prior to

substantively altering the physical building location or operation of its ambulances in an EMS regie u such
as a change in physical building location or operations which would not enable it to timelv respond to
emergencies in the emergency service area it is [committed] available to serve when it applied for a
license. The application for an amendment of an ambulance service license shall be submitted to the
regional EMS council on a form prescribed by the Department.

Contact Person: Donald DeReamus, LOH/ACT45 Committee Chairman
Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania
3600 Raymond Street
Reading PA 19605
1-888-AMB-9121
FAX: 610-921-3075
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

§1005.10. Licensure and general operating standards.

§§(a) Documentation requirements,, (4)

Pennsylvania Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 7, February 13, 1999 - page 948
Department of Health Document - page 189

Comment: In §1005.10. Licensure and general operating standards., (a) Documentation requirements,,
(4) the line has been revised and states:

(a) Documentation requirements.
(4) [Copies of mutual-aid agreements with other ambulance services which service the

applicant's community or applicant s service area.] A record of the time periods for which the
ambulance service notified the PSAP that it would not be available to respond to a call.

The Association would like to know on whom the burden would fall lo record a service's unavailability.
Some services that may not acknowledge an initial dispatch may never be aware the dispatch was missed
creating inaccurate statistics. Additionally, a service may have its resources committed and be unable to
respond. We believe the PSAP should be responsible for collecting this information for the unavailability
of a service to meet its primary dispatch obligation.

Recommendation:

§ 1005.10 Licensure and general operating standards,
(a) Documentation requirements.

(4) [Copies of mutual aid agreements with other ambulance services which service the
applicant's community or applicant's service area] A record of the time periods or specific
dispatches as recorded bv the PSAP for which the ambulance service was unable to respond
to a primary emergency dispatch in it coverage area.

Contact Person: Donala DeReamus, DOH/ACT45 Committee Chairman
Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania
3600 Raymond Street
Reading," PA 19605
1-888-AMB-9121
FAX: 610-921-3075
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

§1005.10. Licensure and general operating standards.

SS(e) Communicatins with PSAPs., (4) Response to dispatch by PSAP.

Pennsylvania Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 7. February 13, 1999 - page 950
Department of Health Document - page 194

Comment: In §1005.10. Licensure and general operating standards., (e) Communication with PSAPs.,
line (4) Response to dispatch by PSAP has been added and states:

(4) Response to dispatch by PSAP. An ambulance service shall respond to a call for emergency
assistance as communicated by the PSAP

The Association feels this line is not needed as this is covered in the previous three line. Additionally, the
intent of the word shall lends one to the thought of potential liability.

Recommendation:

§ 1005.10. Licensure and general operating standards.
(o) Communication with PSAPs.

[(A) Response to dispatch by PSAP. An ambulance shall respond to a call for emergency
assistance as communicated by the PSAP. 1

Contact Person: Donald DeReamus, DOH/ACT45 Committee Chairman
Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania
3600 Raymond Street
Reading, PA 19605
1-888-AMB-9121
FAX: 610-921-3075



COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

§1001.2. Definitions.

Text discrepancies between the Pennsylvania Bulletin and Department of Health Document as retrieved
from the Department of Health EMS Office website.

ALS service medical director - the words [set forth] are deleted in the Pennsylvania Bulletin but appear in
the Department of Health Document.

Air ambulance medical director - the words [set forth] are deleted in the Pennsylvania Bulletin but appear
in the Department of Health Document.

Critical care specialty receiving facility - including, in one of is present in the Pennsylvania Bulletin as
opposed to but not limited to, one in the Department of Health Document.

EMSOF- the word under is present in the Pennsylvania Bulletin as opposed to pursuant to in the
Department of Health Document.

Federal KKK standards - the words [set up] are deleted and replaced with the word adopted in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.

Medical [control] coordination - in (iv) [Medical] Transfer and treatment are present in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin as opposed to Transfer and [Mjmedical treatment in the Department of Health
Document.

Prehospital personnel - the entire line Anv one of these individuals is a "prehospital practitioner" is
not present in the Pennsylvania Bulletin but in the Department of Health Document.

Contact Person: Donald DeReamus, DOH/ACT45 Committee Chairman
Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania
3600 Raymond Street
Reading PA 19605
1-888-AMB-9121
FAX: 610-921-3075
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Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No, 10443)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

ORIGINAL: 2003

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS BUSH

FEBRUARY 13,1999 C0PIES: H a^ r i s

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999 Sandusky

SECTION NtJMBER: 1004.41 L e g a l

SECTION TITLE;Data and ^pfQpration nequironnents for ambulance PG U 925
services

COMMENT: ( 3i )(d) states in part "it shall pTOvido. to tha individual at the hospital
assuming responsibility for the patient, either verbally, or in writing or other means
by which information is recorded, the patient information designated in the ambulance
call report as essential for immediate transmission for patient care."

There is no definition of "the patient care information designated in the ambulance
call report as essential for immediate transmission for patient care/" While all the
information included in the ambulance call report is important to some degree, not all
is essential for patient care, especially that information collected specifically for
data analysis.

RECOMMENDATION: A standard definition of "essential information" needs to be de-
veloped. !

=~ ::o

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate comifettcc^

CONTACT PERSON T? SVSp Primpi! r »Tr-

ORGANIZATION West Shore EMS

ADbRESS 503 N. 2 1 s t S t COUNTY Cumberland

CITY r*,np Hi 11 STATE PA_ . ZIP CODEJJOLL- PHONE ( 7 1 7 ) 703-2102

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March ,14.0222
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Hanisburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
, COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.
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FAX TRANSMITTAL NOTICE/COVER SHEET

DATE: 9 ^ O A c L 4 1

TO: EMS QFFIC&

FROM: ^ -R .S'^4> l" .̂orW v V -

RE: V-ov^/v^^vv-U iCAvwi

2NUMBER OF PAGES:
including cover page

If any portion of this fax u ettegjbk, or you do not rec^ the number of pages stated
above, please cafl the sendon at (717) 761-1038.

The information oofttaB^m I h i a i ^ w ^ message is intended only for the personal and
confidential use of Ae person named above.

If the ptrson receiving this faonmile is not the intended recipient please contact our office
immediately.

Thank you.
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ORIGINAL: 2003

^ r r ^ Department of Health COPIES: Harris
-q \% ^ ^ Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143) %Itt

^ * Ai^fiiiments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations ^ ^ ^ y

^##"
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER: ?OD 3 - * ( sQG 2. / , / W j 1 . ^ f SOQ3.&\

SECTION TITLE: >^Vco/ /c tK. / C^n^-ct-^c/ /^A.yr/cea.r\. p c #

COMMENT:

RECOMMENDATION: ^ ^ ^ Z ^ j-A.GuU.rJ c±</^o ^ ^

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON " 1 % ^ ? c/ <<T2x ti_^-<J

ORGANIZATION Z3/̂ c_c_X^ 6 ^ / /
4**- v- £j/o-t«x+S <f/.ADDRESS ^< ^ V- QJO-£HA+S <J/~. COUNTY

CITY > 4 / ^ ^ t c f i STATE /^k_ZI? CODE Sjv^z PHONE ( TV^f -?-?CJ — 7 ^ 2 ^

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14, 1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Harmburg.PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
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Department of Health ^ '^c.,
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143) /S^/a ^

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations^ 4ft q.
28 Pa. Code Part VII ^ % , _ " /s

ORIGINAL: ' M ^ ' - ' / '
COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS BUSH

 7

FEBRUARY 13, 1999 COPIES: Harris

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14. 1999 Sandusky

SECTION NUMBER: iQOf, 3" Legal

SECTION TITLE: /. ><.tm) JoKC- PG # ?*/?

COMMENT:

y i i u v o *« -net. 7>lf*<*-»u<~Jr-' o>*fSu> fr- ^U^A^M^- J&T &<f"**"*wr

RECOMMENDATION: TW+r A CS*r>#*+r* *? &U> £*•£ 8 t ^ 4 ^ %

4f4*>& JtAuicvr y * j £ MlAf^ 7**. ca*~i-*ttt+jr -ro So»z 77&A oft****** •+* ^ ^ _

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees

CONTACT PERSON -&&*<*- ^ (?!SfaQ"L-

ORGANIZATION MUtWt+'L /&*/>'? 4-C - /fU>s<- -/o£-

ADDRESS 3ZJ" J, Al/^i^T JpmX COUNTY J^/^

CITY Yo* & STATE H ZIP CODE J?i"*C PHONE (*/? ) ?Pr~SlCr

RJETURNTO: Pennsylvania Dqjartrnent of Health Deadline: March 14, 1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.
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COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.
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ORIGINAL: 2003

COPIES: Harris

Sandusky

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

^ ^ / f > 1 ^ / r ^ - r y / 4&>£L4..c:*/ C. <r^%^f?

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER: SO o /m 2_

SECTION TITLE^

COMMENT: ^ ^ ^ c ^ / ' / c a / c ^ ^ e < ^ ^ f̂ <r/̂ *Z(L ^4^_

Qh &-/-A*-^ <&Ltjct~£ ^ ^ c t c / ^ / f m S?^7rwrc<.<sr/v -7/V^r «£>&*S cz^cS sS>

/tc

dAcsfSc c^j^ r ,<*>*- &*L.*O. / / y ^ f ^ A f > < - / ^ac^^cr^Jio/ v^ cl * y£us*t **./' C*-*r £<-+<**&

RECOMMENDATION:

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON ^<-
ORGANIZATION t^9^<^/ ^fa.

</ , /W/6

^WJ" ^/^^/6

/ ^ ADDRESS ~<*SSTG xSc^g*. s£o/ COUNTY

CITY ^F%^?
* * *

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90

ZIP CODEj^Z^?^ PHONE (7/<7) <3&

Deadline: March 14, 1999



Harrisburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717 772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO TFIE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.
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Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VU

COMMENT FORM FOE PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

ORIGINAL:

COPIES:

Sandui ky

BEAD USE FOR COMMENTS; Mtrck 14,1999

MXmONlWMJMM:^

SBCT1ON TITLE: . 5 * 4 ^ fr- et

RECOMMENDATION:

J^.__CftL*LCONTACT PBMGN "T% ft fr\* A

ORGANIZATION f̂ AT* f ^Af^ir *. TM <

ADDRE3S__ ijLJfeC^ * ^ J L ^ A l * * ^ # A COUNTY. . M i J f S ^ t - t t t ^ /
OTY^rfl^^P STATdyLjUPCODBJiV^fl PHONE 1MM1^$$^4^H9

DoMttno: V t o h 14.1999RETURN TO: PWM*y*v*maD***mm*cfH«d*k
B«1gnny MMlod S*rv*ow QflSoc

Hmimhm&PA 17101
FAX: 717-Tn-flPlO

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS Of THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS
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Department of Health $?
Proposed Regu la t i ons (No . 10-143) ^ ""' .^

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations^? A

28 Pa. Code Part VII " % - 8:$3

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS '":';:;*§Q>ftr
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER:

SECTION TITLE: PG #_

COMMENT:

See attached Comments

ORIGINAL: 2003

COPIES: Harris

Sandusky

Rick Farrington Ambulance Captain -gj> fL^L=
liff Ambulai
PO Box 208

RECOMMENDATION: D e l t a C a r d i f f Ambulance Division

Delta, PA. 17314 %
York County e
717-456-7080

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS COUNTY

CITY STATE ZIP CODE PHONE (

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14. 1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Harnsburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.



I have concerns with the Staffing standards. My company is proud to be
Volunteer. If the Department of Health requires a Volunteer company to have
guaranteed staffing 24 hours/7 days a week, this would change the Volunteer
system. This system of Volunteer would convert into a Paid Ambulance/ALS
Squad. My organization saves tax payers over one million dollars annually.

My recommendation is that the local Council work with squads that have a
high percentage of response failure. This should be done on a region level.
The area we provide a service for is rural. We may not need to meet the
standards of a city. Setting standards State wide is a difficult task. Leave
some flexibility for different geographical areas. Let the local Council work
with the companies that have a poor response. With the Councils aid in the
management of a poorly ran squad, new life will be born in this organization.
Do not set strict staffing standards.

My second concern is on placing the squad out of service because of
staffing. My Ambulance/ALS squad works well with mutual aid companies.
If staffing becomes a problem we combine crews. I have members that work
at a small business and can leave work. However, they do not want to
commit or guarantee 100% they will be able to respond. They would not
sign-up on a duty roster because of strict commitment standards. My squad
already has a staffing roster. My in house staffing system works great for
Volunteers.

Placing the Squad out of service for lack of names on the Staffing roster
would be poor management for a Volunteer Company. I would Never place
the Ambulance/ALS unit out of service, for roster staffing reasons. What if
one person that normally works, took a Vacation day. This person that wants
to ride the Ambulance/ALS unit but could not because it's out of service.
This individual with combined efforts of a person leaving his work duties
could staff the squad, but only if the squad was in service. The Department
of Health along with the local Council needs to create more incentive
programs for Volunteers. Have each County work on a pension program.
This would be a great incentive program. Save Volunteerism in the
Commonwealth Of Pennsylvania. Do not destroy Volunteerism. Again, each
Council must work with the poorly managed Squads. NO STRICT STATE
WIDE STANDARDS ON STAFFING.



Department of Health ' ' "~D
Proposed R e g i o n s (No. 10-143) 93 m 23 M 8: su

Amendments' to Emergency Medical Services Regulations

EME J ^ S ^ P a r t vn " '""fe mmt(

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS ORIGINAL: 2003
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14, 1999

SECTION NUMBER 1005.10
SECTION TITLE Communicating With PSAPs_

ORIGINAL:

COPIES: Harris

Sandusky

PG# 950

COMMENT: I continue to be perplexed and to not understand the procedure, authority and
responsibility for determining primary response, first due or first to be dispatched area. Also second
and third etc.

1005.10 (1), (2), (3) certainly do not clarify that matter.

1005.2 Applications (5) Seems to leave it to the applicant. May an applicant establish service in an
area already serviced by another ambulance organization, for emergencies? Simply by filing an
application otherwise approvable?

This change seems to be reinforced in the summary, Chapter 1005 Licensing on page 911. The
applicant would be required to identify an emergency service it commits to serve when called upon.
" . . . and would be required to respond to an emergency if dispatched."

Further, in deleting mutual aid agreements, the language seems to grant the PSAP dispatching agency
the authority to dispatch any ambulance they choose. See 1005.10 (e), (1), (2), and (3) on page 950.
Also see page 911 in the Summary referred to above.

This is further reinforced in 1005.10 (e) (3) which reads in par t . . . "to enhance the ability of the PSAP
to make dispatch decisions"

We have had the experience and are currently experiencing a foreign out of state ambulance service
stationing ambulances in our service area in shopping center parking lots and other places, and
responding to calls dispatched to us.

We have had the experience of other ambulance services contacting the dispatch center and changing
the dispatch sequence approved by our municipal government, and the dispatch center implementing
those changes without either the ambulance service or the dispatch center so much as informing us or
the municipality, let alone recommending to us or consulting with us and the municipality .

We have had the experience of the dispatch center dispatching other ambulances to the service area
designated by our municipal government as our first due area.

mi'? ^



We have had the experience of dispatch center employees, outside their duty as employees of the
dispatch center, attempt to persuade municipal authorities to change our first due service area using
outright inaccurate or inappropriate data, without our knowledge or involvement.

RECOMMENDATION:

Clarify these sections to provide that local control of service areas rests with the municipal
government, as we presently practice, and that the role of the dispatching office is to dispatch in
accordance with the plan of the municipality.

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committee.

CONTACT PERSON George C Weimer Jr.
78 Skyline Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA. 17055 (717) 697-4933

ORGANIZATION Silver Spring Ambulance Association, Inc.
ADDRESS P. O Box 177, Cumberland County I

New Kingstown, Penna. 17072 (717) 697-3131
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Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14. 1999

SECTION NUMBER _1005.10 (i)

SECTION TITLE ACCIDENT, INJURY AND FATALITY REPORTING_ PG#_950

COMMENT: Question: Does this require reporting accidents and injuries to individuals

NOT associated with or resulting from an ambulance vehicle accident?

. .. or just accidents or injuries to individuals associated with or resulting

from an ambulance vehicle accident?

RECOMMENDATION: Clarify intent

ALL comments will be responded to b y the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committee.

CONTACT PERSON

ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS

George C. Weimer Jr.
78 Skyline Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA. 17055 (717) 697-4933

Silver Spring Ambulance and RescueAssociation, Inc.
P. O. Box 177, Cumberland County
New Kingstown, Penna. 17072 (717) 697-3131

'CAS "C^^-i •v'.:Nd-j^3W3
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lr _,.,.. Department of Health
Proposed Regulalons (No. 10-143)

Amendment .to Emergencv Medical Services Regulations
58 Pa; Code Part HI

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14. 1999

SECTION NUMBER 100141 (d)

SECTION TITLE _Subchapter C Collection of Data and Information PG#_925 \

COMMENT: By what means of transmittal can the ambulance service meet the 24-hour requirement
to "complete the full call report and provide a copy or otherwise transmit the data" to the hospital?

We have been told in writing by a hospital that fax is not "confidential" and is not to be used.
US Mail will not arrive in 24 hours.
The complete ambulance call report cannot be data processed at the hospital. Nor can we

keep a whole crew at the hospital and unavailable for emergencies to do this work at the hospital, even
if there were the appropriate equipment there and available.

RECOMMENDATION: Clarify how this may be accomplished.

Do not establish regulations with which it is impossible to comply.

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committee.

CONTACT PERSON George C. Weimer Jr.
78 Skyline Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA. 17055 (717) 697-4933

ORGANIZATION Silver Spring Ambulance Association, Inc.
ADDRESS P. O. Box 177, Cumberland County

New Kingstown, Penna. 17072 (717) 697-3131
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Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143) %~.>y,,_

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulaticfi%,?n „ '^0
t " r : : i ' % & . Code Part VII . ... " r^-JV*.

A:,%.
&S4

CC#MENT FORmFOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS | i , - ^ ^ ^ n ^
FEBRUARY 13,1999 BUSH ^

COPIES: Harris
DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999 ' Smith

SECTION NUMBER; / 0 O 3 . 9^9 Sandusky

SECTION TITLE: CL n vTt'i w ui ^ <± / / . P^^u '^^ ^ ^ PG # 9¥ /

COMMENT: ^ " ) ^ ^ f ^«^»<t̂ f-...
C'J 3~,&te.e.n hours . , .
Cb̂  E NTs

RECOMMENDATION:
2«^^ <^JL \jjtyJlJl

TpUrp?L. 4 ^ :tt^' ^^ful^S. J^*^^*^-^J&ll*^ <2~^-

p^\X&t^ c^&- ^^T Su.^ ^ ^ - ^ T C^^iefeXo p i e d

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON vStM-fSfl-.w $ \ ^ S S ^ / £ U - 5 N T

ORGANIZATION &> k S - Ln ^.U e -4-f^ | /f ^ U . k u { „ L, r ̂

ADDRESS 1 A. W r T ^ u i M / h o V^ ^ ^ //-» / L n COUNTY ~%<ZLV\ ^a-5*t<?h

C I T Y P ^ g ^L {bgfefe^ STATE f̂  tf ZIP CODE 17 5"*1 PHONE ( 7 / 7 1 T Y ^ - <O_̂  3 ^

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14, 1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS. o £ ^ p

ma 171399



Department of Health P.Cv
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143) gQ ^

Amendments;fo'Emergency Medical Services Regulations '''•"% ?3 ^
,:- 28 Pa. Code Part VII ,-"- % ^ ^ ^

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS ORIGINAL: % ^
FEBRUARY 13, 1999 COPIES: Harris

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999 Jewett
Sandusky

SECTION NUMBER: /QOS- /D Legal

SECTION TITLE: £-i'Ce*ts*r< */ Ve^er*/bfi*r*t>y><1 J 1 " ^ ^ ^ ^ PG # tf^®

COMMENT: U^aUr &< i.-^* ~ Commu* ?<*<.<*, eU,'& PSAP's/' ( t i ^ t d

"*»r&/te4.*/r en route <P a^ e^er^e^au, " Cdk*.-t e.**c-t/y /£ •&< ^s/«/•<>v»v

° ^ " * W 1 ? A ^ ^ 1*'^ 'S ^^ re**<^ w S t fSAf's k*»<- £.'( ^'^I'^-hs.

^ l&^o af ^o O^L^/A^IC Service •&*_£ o ^ A^es-£/y S^f •&*% < ^ A ^

RECOMMENDATION: J ^ r ^ ^ ^ £

'W. OvferKt,'^ *& -&C PSA? ^ ''-S «/^J-£ i~f*SS?U< <P S-Uffig M/n,'m**xS4*rS*

ALL ccroments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees. Zewcnnina

CONTACT PERSON/-Qo^/- t : <~ -->A.&a.i~i?i~ Jr~-

ORGANIZATION CO<Z*-fAe<sLr>m A**Lula~\c-e. ~Qu*~tJ, 3^.c.

ADDRESS U/&< Ask Spr-,'^ Q-L, COUNTY Frzt^i f/,\

CITY khHneS"L*,ro STATE PA ZIP CODE H3-(>£ PHONE <7n) "7b3-- /*//*/

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14.1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS <-• p-fi/T
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS. _ ^
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Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143) Rtn,

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
. : ". 28 Pa. Code Part VII ~ ^ ^ % Id 4 / / "

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATION^
FEBRUARY 13,1999 " "'" ^%#"'

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER: Complete Draft Act

Lf-'ifi" L

SECTION TITLE: _fG #_

COMMENT: The "preamble11 or explanatory document that detailed paragraphs in
the Act and the Act itself contained "bracketed" paragraphs and "Bold" type
paragraphs. The "preamble" nor the Act contained an explanation as to the
definition of the "brackets" and the "bold" type.

ORIGINAL: 2003

COPIES: Harris

Sandusky

RECOMMENDATION: The Act was very difficult to read and assimilate due to
the ommision of explaining the "brackets" and "bold" type. The Act would have
been much easier to understand had it been printed in its entirety as proposed.

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON Richard S. H o l t r y

ORGANIZATION Cumberland Va l l ey EMS

ADDRESS 56 W* King S t . COUNTY Cumberland

C I T Y Shippensburg STATE P a - ZIP CODE 17257 PHONE ( 7 * 7 ) 532-5182

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14.1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Hanisburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.



Department of Healt
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER: Chapter 1001 - Administration of the EMS System

SECTION TITLE: PG #

COMMENT: The draft EMS Act does not include the protocol adopted by some
municipalities for the "Emergency Medical Dispatch". Since their is no man-
datory requirement for adoption of such protocol, each county (dispatch center)
follows the protocol adopted by that respective county resulting in different
ground rules for neighboring EMS providers (Case in point - Shippensburg is
physically in two counties - Cumberland and Franklin - Cumberland has adopted
the EMD protocol; Franklin at this time has not adopted such a protocol.)

RECOMMENDATION: That "Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD) protocol be in-
cluded in the EMS act. Standardization is essential to providing adequate
patient care and including this protocol in the EMS Act would provide some
degree of standardizing dispatch, response, etc procedures for all EMS
providers.

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON Richard S. Holtry

ORGANIZATION Cumberland V a l l e y EMS

ADDRESS 56 W. King S t . COUNTY Cumberland

CITY Shippensburf i STATE PA. ZIP CODE 17257 PHONE ( 7 1 7 ) 532-5182

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14,1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.



Department of Healtl
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa! Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER: 1001.2 - Defini t ions

SECTION TITLE: P S A P ~ Public Safety Answers ing Point pQ § 921

COMMENT: This t i t l e and abbreviat ion i s new to the EMS system and i s
believed to be too confusing to be helpful and useful .

RECOMMENDATION: Change the t i t l e t o : Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
t h i s i s cur ren t ly being used and i s recognizable by a l l concerned in the EMS
community and the general pub l i c .

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON Richard S. Hol t ry

ORGANIZATION Cumberland Valley EMS

ADDRESS 56 W. King S t . COUNTY Cumberland

CITY Sh ippensburg STATE Pa ZIP CODE 17257 PHONE ( 717 ) 532-5182

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14.1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Hamsburg,PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.



Department of Healt?
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER: Subchapter G - Para 1001.41

SECTION TITLE: Collection of Data and Information PG # 924

COMMENT: Proposed draft deletes all information that should be standard for
recording on an ambulance call report.

RECOMMENDATION: Retain in the regulation the identity of information that,
as a minimum, should be on an ambulance call report. For continuity, clarity
and to eliminate the need to research a secondary regulation, this information
should be retained in the revised Act. (Para b(l) thru (31) applies.)

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON Richard S. Hol t ry

ORGANIZATION Cumberland Val ley EMS
ADDRESS 56 W. King S t . COUNTY Cumberland

CITY Shippensburg STATE ? A ZIP CODE 17257 PHONE (717 ) 532-5182

RETURN TCh Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14.1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Hanisburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.



Department of Healtl
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14,1999

SECTION NUMBER: SubChapter C - Para 1001.41(d)

SECTION TITLE: Collection of Data and Information ¥G# 925

COMMENT: Submission of ambulance call reports within 24 hours following the
conclusion of its provision of services to the patient is unrealistic. Exten-
uating circumstances may preclude this time frame - computer down-time; work
schedules of part-time paid and volunteer staff; and back to-back ambulance
responses.

RECOMMENDATION: Assign each EMS Services Manager the responsibility to assure
timely submission of ambulance call reports; change the para to read: Insofar
as possible, ambulance call reports will be provided the receiving hospital
within 24 hours of delivery of the patient to that facility.

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON Richard S. Ho l t ry

ORGANIZATION Cumberland Va l l ey EMS

ADDRESS 5o W. King S t . COUNTY Cumberland

CITY Shippensburg STATE PA ZIP CODE 17257 PHONE (717 532-5182

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14.1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg,PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.



Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER: l°05«10 Licensure and general operating standards

SECTION TITLE: 1005.10(d) Personnel requirements (d) (A)& (B) PG # 949

COMMENT: Para indicates deletion of "Ambulance personnel between 16-18 years
of age, etc" and the deletion of Para (B) "Effective July 1, 1990, ambulances,

RECOMMENDATION: Retain these two paragraphs; standardization is necessary
for all BLS services; if these paragraphs are omitted, this criteria will be
published in a subordinate's regulations, thus necessitating another regulation
for all BLS personnel to become familiar with. Volunteers need a minimum of
different regulations to research and become knowledgeable with.

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON Richard S. Hoi try

ORGANIZATION Cumberland Valley EMS

ADDRESS 56 V. King St. COUNTY Cumberland

CITY Shippensburg S T A T E Pa. ziPCODE 1 7 2 5 7 PHONE ( 717> 532-5182

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14.1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.



Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER: Chapter 1005 - Licensing of BLS and ALS Ground Ambulance
Services '
SECTION TITLE: 1005.10 Licensing and general operating s tandardsPG # 950

(e) - (Coverage agreement)
COMMENT: Para (e) (1) (2) & (3) are "bracketed11 which, we've been told,
indicates deletion; (if deletion is not the case, these comments can be
ignored*

RECOMMENDATION: Retain these three paragraphs; standardization is re-
quired to assure that all services are complying with the same end results.
Publishing this criteria in another regulation leads to differing standards
by those subordinate agencies (PSAPs (EOCs), EMS Regional Councils, etc.
who would be charged with dissemination such standards. Where volunteers are
involved, including requirements in a single document is more appropriate than
fragmenting instructions in multiple regulations.

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON Richard S. Holtry

ORGANIZATION Cumberland V a l l e y EMS

ADDRESS 56 W. King S t . COUNTY Cumberland

CITY Sh ippensburg STATE Pa ZIP CODE 17257 PHONE ( 7 1 7 ) 532-5182

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14.1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.



Department of Healtl
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER: Subchapter B - PRehospital and other Personnel

SECTION TITLE; 1003.21 - Ambulance Attendants (b)(3) PG # 932

COMMENT: Paragraph de le t e s : Be at l eas t 16 years of age.

RECOMMENDATION: Retain t h i s c r i t e r i a ; the leas t number of regula t ions to
determine a p p l i c a b i l i t y i s highly des i red. This age l imit should be r e t a ined .

ALL comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees.

CONTACT PERSON Richard S. Holtry

ORGANIZATION Cumberland Valley EMS
ADDRESS 56 W. King S t . COUNTY Cumberland

CITY Sh ippensburg STATE Pa- ZIP CODE 17257 PHONE (717 ^ 532-5182

RETURN TO: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14.1999
Emergency Medical Services Office
P.O. Box 90
Hanisburg,PA 17108
FAX: 717-772-0910

USE EXTRA PAGES IF NECESSARY. PLEASE USE THE SAME FORMAT AND ADDRESS
COMMENTS TO THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS.
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DATE: March 12, 1999 ! • / ORIGINAL: 2003

SUBJECT: Proposed Regulations 99MARI8 AH9: | 7 COPIES: Harris

. _ A - , _ , , , _ . ii-.uii L ..•-.'.Ju-\;Ui'ii Jewett

0: Margaret Trimble - Director REK; L; : :S;ON sandusky
EMS Office, PA DON Legal

tf R: Glenn A. Miller - Director Winner EMS Educational Institute
Sharon Regional Health System
(724) 983-3980 or gmiller@srhs-pa.org

The following is a compilation of comments that were produced from our local "Rules
And Regulations11 review group. For the sake of brevity, I have limited my commentary /
Explanation. Please feel free to contact me for any further comment on any individual
statement made below.

I 1001.2 Definitions

EMT-Paramedic - at end of paragraph should read "...with the current EMT-paramedic

iksc, ..."
patient - "...and who needs immediate medical attention." should read "...and who is
believed to need immediate medical attention,"

\ 1001.123 (19) Responsibilities Page 928

The word "employees" is mis-spelled.

f 1003.5 (a) (1) (ii) ALS Service Medical Direction page 931

should read: "Providing guidance to ALS ambulance service

# 1003.21 (b) (1) Ambulance Attendant - qualifications page 932

Should this section not read in a manner similar to 1003.22 (b) (1) (iii) - First
Responder. In other words, should we not make this training objective based and
eliminate the direct reference to the American Red Cross Course.

# 1003.21 (c) (11) Ambulance Attendant - scope of practice page 932

There is no definition for, or support in act 45 for, a BLS medical director to run such a
program.

& 1003.21 (c) (13) Ambulance Attendant - scope of practice page 932

remove direct reference to "American Red Cross"
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1003.25 (c) (1) Prehospital registered nurse page 938

refers to "other ALS services authorized by The Professional Nursing Law ..." I
have been unable to locate any reference to "ALS service" in the Professional
Nursing Law (63 PS , 221-225.5). It is our understanding that act 82 set up the PHRN
system in order to facilitate RN's serving the role of paramedic in underserved rural
areas, not to replace or surpass the scope of paramedics in the prehospital emergency
setting, It is our feeling that this paragraph be removed.

1003.31 (a) and (b) and (c) Credit for continuing education page 943
«f 1005.10 (f) Licensure and general operating standards page 950

reference is made to a "prehospital practitioner". A definition needs added to section
001.1 for this term. This may be able to be added into the existing definition for

prehospital personnel.

1005.11 (d) (2) Drug use, control, and security page 951

does this open the door to PHRN's functioning outside the scope of regional ALS
protocols / unregulated / on a regular basis?

1007.1 Air Ambulance Services - Rotocraft

"his entire topic is not addressed at all in Act 45. Should be removed.

• 1009.1 (12) Operational Criteria page 960

Chapter 117.43 (Emergency Services) as referenced sets no standard for length of
tjime to keep these recordings. Clarification on this point is requested.

«> 1011.1 (f) (4) 3LS and ALS Training Institutes - Instructors

refers to the "Prehospltal Practitioner Manual" This document is not defined in
Section 1001.1.

On behalf of the rules and regulations review committee at Sharon Regional Health
System, I would like to thank you for your time and consideration in reviewing our
Comments.

^
filler BSAS, NREMT-P

director - Winner EMS Education Institute
Jharon Regional Health System
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| Smith

Department of Health j J ewe 11
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143) ; Sandusky

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations Legal
28 PA Code Part VII j

Comment Form •

The attached comments have been forwarded by:

Lancaster General Hospital
555 North Duke St.
PO Box 3555
Lancaster, PA 17604-3555

Contact Person: Jeffrey S. Manning, EMS Manager
Contact Phone: (717) 290-5119

it...
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Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 PA Code Part VII

Comment Form
Section Number

and Page
1001.2

1001.2
Page 920

1004.41 (d)
Page 925

100124
1003 25
Pages 934-938

Pages 934938

Section Title Comment:

Definitions | Better organization and definitions more
: representative to actual system

Definitions—medical
command

Data and information
requirements for
ambulance services.

Scope of practice

Certification by
endorsement.

Better definition of where a prehospital
provider can receive medical command,
(especially concerning emergency
department)
Adds requirement for ambulance services
personnel to provide either written or verbal
reports to receiving facility. It also mandates
that the prehospital record be forwarded to
the hospital within 24 hours of pt arrival in
ED.
Allowing for the provision of extended
scope of practice that will be published
annually. This is a tremendous
advancement to have such language within

It is great that the revision makes it easier
for those providers coming from other states
to be recognized for their level of training
through the national standard curriculum

Suggestion:

None Required

None Required

Great addition - None Required

Great Addition ~
Add: paramedic utilization the oxygen
powered ventilators to the list
Add: Linkages more directly to
national standard curriculum
Great addition ~ None Required

ORIGINAL: 2003

COPIES: Harr is

Sandusky

- ; o
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JOHN W. LAWRENCE. MD

DONALD H. SMITH. MD

CAROL E ROSE. MD

JAMES R REGAN. MD

JlTENDRA M. DESAI. MD

ROGER F. MECUM
Executive Vice President

777 East Park Drive
P.O. Box 8820
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8820
Tel: 717-558-7750
Fax: 717-558-7840
E-Mail: STAT@PAMEDSOC.ORG

Pennsylvania
MEDICAL SOCIETY (
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OFFICE OF
SECRETARY OF H!
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March 12,1999

ORIGINAL: 2003
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g o
Gary Gurian
Acting Secretary
Pennsylvania Department of Health
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108 rf — =*

Re: Pennsylvania Bulletin Vol. 29 Proposed amendments to Chapter 28 Pa. Code Part VII
Emergency Medical Services

Dear Acting Secretary Gurian:

We reviewed the Department of Health's proposal to amend 28 Pa. Code Part VII that relates
to emergency medical services. We noted that the proposal contains reasonable and
probably necessary revisions to the regulations. Consequently, we see no problem with the
proposal and believe it should be adopted.

;-<ly,

^ W r x = * . U»—^>*
I

.^fv^Jeih^

John W. Lawrence, MD
President

P/emsltr

•OAS "CzW :j:jW5W3
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JOEL R MILLER, D.O., PC,
Board Certified In

Cardiology - Internal Medicine
TORRESDALE CAMPUS MEDICAL BUILDING

SUITE 209
3996 RED UON ROAD

PHILADELPHIA. PA 19114 1436
(215)824-2859

FAX (215) 824-3963

ORIGINAL:

COPIES:

Sandusky

To: Jkj. 7n
Company

Fax it:

: UlAfjh^

LAontJJ

n m-oiio
/

Company: Joel P. Miller, D.O.

Fax #: (215) 824-396?

Message

The information contained in this telefax is confidential, privileged, or
otherwise protected from disclosure. It is intended only for the use of the
authorized individual and entity named above. Any unauthorized
disclosure, copying, distribution or taking of any action based on the contents
of this material is strictly prohibited. Review by any individual other than
the intended recipient is not a waiver of the physician-patient privilege.

If you have received this transmission in error, please notify us immediately
by telephone to arrange for the return of the materials.

This Fax includes pages, including this cover sheet.



JOEL P. MILLER D.O., P.
Board Certified in

Cardiology - Internal Medicine

0

TORRESDALE CAMPUS MEDICAL BUILDING
SUITE 209

3998 RED LION ROAD
PHILADELPHIA. PA 19114 1436

(215)824 2859
FAX (215) 824 3963

March 9,1999
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Ms. Margaret E. Trimble
Director
Emergency Medical Services Office
Department of Health
1027 Health and Welfare Building
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108

Dear Ms. Trimble:

I am writing to comment on proposed amendments to 28 PA. Code Part
VII(relating to emergency medical services) as published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin, Volume 29, Number 7 Part H, dated February 13, 1999. My comment
is directed to proposed Chapter 1001, Subchapter A, Section 1001.2 '
(Definitions) and the effects of the proposed definition of "Board
Certification" (page 919 of proposed rulemaking).

Physician board certification has become an essential element in many
instances of credentialing for the purposes of reimbursement, hospital and
health care organizational acreditation, and physician staff membership.
Medical specialty certification of physicians, however, remains a voluntary
procedure in the United States. Some physicians have elected to seek formal
recognition of their proficiency in their chosen field by presenting themselves
for examination before specialty boards comprised of their professional peers.
The definition of each specialty, in addition to the education and other
requirements leading to acceptance into the certification process are
developed by consensus within the medical profession. Specialty
certification is separate and distinct from licensure.

I chose to present myself for the American Association of Physician
Specialists, Inc. (AAPS) affiliated Board of Certification m Cardiology and
Internal Medicine in light of my osteopathic training and non-osteopathic
(allopathic) hospital affiliation, AAPS provided me the opportunity for board
certification, something not available by the ADA since I am not in an
osteopathic hospital or the AMA since I did not have an "M.D." residency.
This significantly helped me in my professional career particularly my
hospital practice. For this I am extremely grateful.

T/^l



Ms. Margaret E. Trimble
Page Two
March 9,1999

The proposed regulatory language will affect my practice directly by reducing
my ability to practice in many hospitals and be considered a specialist (i.e.
Cardiologist) by many insurances such as Independence Blue Cross (see
enclosed letter).

The Department seeks to define "board certification" in a manner that will
exclude one private certifying body in preference to other private certifying
bodies without having established criteria for recognition of certifying bodies.
This preferential use of a particular board certifying organization has been
recognized by the United States Congress. In a request to the US. General
Accounting Office to conduct a study on the professional certification practices
and requirements of federal agencies, James M, Talent Chair of the House of
Representatives Committee on Small Business, expressed concern that
"diversity of certification has led, in some instances, to an informal system of
preferences for one certification over another/' The Chair further stated that
"these preferences often occur without any objective justification/' This is an
important issue because these certifications are often a prerequisite for federal
or state contracting opportunities or a requirement for compliance with
regulations and guidelines.

Representative Robert Stump, Chair of the House Committee on Veterans'
Affairs had similar concerns regarding the Department of Veteran Affairs and
their recognition of particular board certifying organizations. He was most
interested in what criteria were used to evaluate the two organizations the
D« partment of Veteran Affairs chose to recognize in an informational letter
(1L10-97-031 dated August 12, 1997).

The American Association of Physician Specialists, Inc. (AAPS) is a national
organization established in 1950 and incorporated in 1952 to provide a
clinically-recognized mechanism for specialty certification of physicians with
advanced training through an examination process. The AAPS is the
administrative home for twelve Boards of Certification. Each AAPS affiliated
board of cer ification has established criteria for examination development,
examination validation, and candidate admission to the certification process.
In recognition of the multiple mechanisms in the health care delivery
system that continuously monitor physician performance (the fact that
physicians must learn a substantial amount of medicine in a clinical practice
setting; the difficulty of physicians in a particular cohort to enter approved
residency training programs; the emerging irnporta-.ee of specialty
certification in the health care delivery system; and the variety of career paths



Ms. Margaret E. Trimble
Page Three
March 9, 1999

leading physicians to particular emphasis in their practice of medicine),
AAPS-affiUated boards provide a measurable, objective mechanism to meet
the accreditation requirements of the multitude of organizations involved in
accreditation and health care delivery.

The Regional Emergency Medical Services Council of New York City, Inc. ad
the Regional Emergency Medical Advisory Committee of New York
(REMAC) has recognized that the-A APS boards, in particular the Board of
Certification in Emergency Medicine (BCEM) is equivalent to the American
Board of Emergency Medicine (ABEM) and the American Osteopathic Board
of Emergency Medicine (AOBEM). The New York REMAC determined, with
the aid of counsel, that the examinations and requirements for admission to
the certification process are equivalent, that there were no issues of quality of
care provided by BCEM certificed individuals. The REMAC council further
stated that, should tJhe REMAC exclude BCEM-certified physicians, similarly
certified ABEM physicians (those certified via the practice track) would also
have to be excluded.

Even though the General Provisions of the Proposed Rulemaking provide
that reference to specific certifying bodies would not preclude the Department
from considering persons with certifications by other private certifying bodies,
the effect of the proposed language in the regulation will effectively exclude a
cohort of physicians from participation in the Pennsylvania emergency
medical system. Many private organizations, hospital, health care insurers,
managed-care organizations, and others generally follow the regulations
established by the local governmental body. As such, many of these
organizations will exclude those physicians certified by one of the American
Association of Physician Specialists, Inc. (AAPS) affiliated boards of
certification thinking that they are in compliance with State Regulations.

Therefore, we request that the language in proposed PA. Code Chapter 1001,
Subchapter A, Section 1001.2 (Definitions) be amended to include the
American Association of Physician Specialists, Inc.



Ms. Margaret E. Trimble
Page Four
March 9, 1999

In the alternative our organization is prepared and willing to work with the
Department of Health and the Emergency Medical Services Office m reaching
appropriate criteria for recognition of boards of certification, and amending
the language of the proposed regulation.

Sincerely,

J(W>. Miller, D.OV F.A.C.P.

JPM:kad

cc: Mr. Dennis O'Brien
Chairman of Health and Human Services
Mr. Stewart J. Greenleaf
Chairman of Judiciary, Vice Chairman of Law & Justice
Mr. Frank A. Salvatore
Vice Chairman of Intergovernmental Affairs
Ms. Allyson Y. Schwartz
Minority Chairman of Education
Ms. Christine Tartaglione
Minority Chairman of Aging & Youth
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EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES COUNCIL

1405 N. Cedar Crest Boulevard
Suite 208, Alientown, PA 18104

CALL (610)820-9212
FAX (610)820-5620
www, ©astememscou nci l.org

DATE: March 12, 1999

TO: Peggy Trimble

FROM: Eveiitt F. Binns, PhTET

SUBJECT: Proposed Rules and Regulations

Charles J. Fensterrnaker, MS
President

Everitt F. Binns, Ph.D.
Executive Director

ORIGINAL: 2003

COPIES: Harris

Sandusky

Enclosed you will find our staff comments to the proposed Rules and Regulations. Our
staff was impressed with this second draft.

If you have any questions or require any additional information, please contact our office.

Enclosure

m s? o

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES "A System designed to Save Lives"
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Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14. 1999

SECTION NUMBER: 1005.10.fc) f3t .

SECTION TITLE: Licensure and general operating standards PG# 949

COMMENT: This section would allow a BLS service to carry ALS equipment and drugs if it has a physician
medical director. Such ALS equipment and drugs might be in addition to those already prescribed for use by a
BLS ambulance service. Previous language that specified that this equipment would be for use by a physician
affiliated with the service would be deleted in this proposal.

RECOMMENDATION: Recommend that the language deleted regarding "for use by the" (physician), be re-
inserted. While it appears that the intent is that such equipment is there for use by the physician medical
director, the exact intent is vague and could lead to confusion on the part of BLS ambulance services.

All comments will be responded to by ihc Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate committees

Contact Person James Maior. Jr.

Organization: Eastern PA EMS Council .

Address: 1405 N. Cedar Crest Boulevard __...___ County: Lehigh

City: Allcntowu State: PA Zip Code: 18104 Phone: (610)820-9212

Return To: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14, 1999
EMS Office
P.O. Box 90
Harrisbuig, PA 17108
Fax: 717-772-0910
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Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13, 1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14.1999

SECTION NUMBER: 1005.10,(d»ii)n»

SECTION TITLE: Licesnure and general operating procedures PG# 94?

COMMENT: This particular proposed language addresses staffing on a MICU unit if said unit is responding
to a call for BLS assistance exclusively. In such an instance, the service would only need to staff the MICU tp
the BLS level of staffing for that particular call. This really does not make sense and could cause confusion at
the service level AND with the public. What happens when that MICU, staffed with BLS providers, is finished
with that BLS call and receives a dispatch for an ALS call? This could very well create an unacceptable delay
in response as the need to "re-staff' to an ALS level would then be necessary.

RECOMMENDATION: STRONGLY recommend that this language be removed Most ALS services that
operate MICU's are staffing an ALS provider and a BLS provider in their responses to calls for assistance. If
the patient only requires BLS skills and treatment, then the BLS provider could provide that care. However,
when staffed with an ALS and a BLS provider, this unit can then provide either level of care on subsequent
calls. This proposed language is just confusing and stands to create delays in responding to a patients needs

All comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded lo ihc appropriate committees.

Contact Person James Mayor, Jr, ,

Organization: Eastern PA ttMS Council ___

Address: 1405 N. Cedar Crest Boulevard Couniy: Lchigh

City: Allentowa State: PA Zip Code: 18104 Phone. (610)820-9212

Return To: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14. 1999
EMS OOicc
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108
Fax: 717-772-0910
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Department of Health
Proposed Regulations (No. 10-143)

Amendments to Emergency Medical Services Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part VII

COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: March 14. 1999

SECTION NUMBER: I005,l(Urt

SECTION TITLE: Licensnre and general operating guidelines Page # 950

COMMENT: Requirements for mutual aid agreements deleted and language regarding PSAP's proposed
This language mandates thai ambulance services keep their PSAP apprised of their in or out of service time.
The general intent of this proposal is good. However, there is one additional missing step that would provide
linkage between the PSAP's, regional council's and the Department.

RECOMMENDATION: As the intent appears to be to allow the PSAP to better handle available resources
and make more efficient and timely dispatching decisions, it can be reasonably assumed that the PSAP will
need to establish and maintain some sort of record of the in and out of service times for licensed ambulance
services. Recommend that language be developed that would allow, or mandate, the regional council*s to
receive such information for its' review in determining the efficiency of resources within the EMS system.

All comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the appropriate commiaecs.

Contact Person James Major. Jr.

Organization: Eastern PA EMSJ^IHKLU _____ ___. _

Address: 141)5 N. Cedar Crest Boulevard County: Lchigh

Cit\ Allciuown State: PA Zip Code IS 104 Phone: (610)820-9212

Return To: Pennsylvania Department of Health Deadline: March 14, 1999
EMS Ofiicc
PO. Box 90
Harriatourg, PA 17108
Fax: 717-772-0910
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EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES COUNCIL

1405 N. Cedar Crest Boulevard
Suite 208. Allentown, PA 18104

CALL (610)820-9212
FAX (610) 820-5620
www.8astememscouncil.org

Swrviti* tt» Counta of Bwto • Caften • UM^h • Monrw«
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Charles J. Fenstermaker, MS
President

Everitt F. Binns, Ph.D.
Executive Director
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES -A System designed to Save Uves"
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CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
Fire Admlnfetntlon Building
240 flpHng Gmrdw Strttt
PWmdWphl*, PA 19123 2991

HAROLD B HAIRS I ON
CommlMlon^r

RALPH A. HALPER

Emwgmnoy M«cUcal SarvlMt
ai5) 6*6-1316
FAX: M6-1321

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

: Margaret Trimble
Director, Pennsylvania EMS

: Ralph A. Halper
Philadelphia Regio:

: 12 March, 1999

: Draft EMS Rules and Regulations

ORIGINAL: 2003

COPIES: Harr is

Sandusky

Philadelphia Regional EMS appreciates the opportunity to comment on
the draft EMS Rules and Regulations. Summary comments are enclosed
for your review and consideration.

If you have any questions, we will be available to address these
comments.

Thank You.

w
i,-
iv

i
• 3



COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999 2 o o 3

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: MARCH 14,1999 COPIES: Harr is

SECTION NUMBER:_Subchapter A: General Provisions Sandusky

SECTION TITLE: 1001.2 (relating to definitions) pg#J7

COMMENT:

What is the explanation for the terminology change of name for the Pa EMS Report to the
Ambulance Call Report? What is the possibility of "other reporting mechanisms?" Difficult at
this time to incur a name change to the "reporting form" when an electronic data mechanim is in
the development process..

RECOMMENDATION:

Explain the rationale for name change of "reporting form."

All comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the
appropriate committee.

Contact Person: Ralph A. Haiper / Donna M Lebisly
Organization: Philadelphia Regional EMS
Address: Fire Administration Building

240 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: MARCH 14,1999

SECTION NUMBER: Subchapter A: General Provisions,

SECTION TITLE: 1001.2 (relating to definitions)

ORIGINAL: 2003

COPIES: Harris

Sandusky

J>g#J,

COMMENT:

Direct support of EMS systems is too limited.

RECOMMENDATION:

Need to include research in this definition as a mechanism of evaluation and improvement of
EMS systems.
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All comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the
appropriate committee.

Contact Person: Ralph A. Halper / Donna M. Lebisly
Organization: Philadelphia Regional EMS
Address: Fire Administration Building

240 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999 ORIGINAL: 2003

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: MARCH 14,1999 COPIES: Harr is

SECTION NUMBER: Subchapter A: General Definitions f l g f ] ^

SECTION TITLE: 1001.2 (relating to definitions) pg#_9_

COMMENT:

Who decided on the terminology of "Public Safety Answering Point?" Communication centers
operated by departments of municipal governments, such as the Philadelphia Fire Department,
Fire Communications Center (FCC), cannot arbitrarily change their name to PSAP! The FCC
only communicates with the 9-1-1 service in the City which is the Philadelphia Fire Department.

For special events, mass casualties, etc, the Managing Director's Office (MDO) has a
communication van (CP 1) responsible for communication with all city departments.

RECOMMENDATION:

Delete name "Public Safety Answering Point."

Philadelphia will not change the name of the Fire Communication Center.

All comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the
appropriate committee.

Contact Person: Ralph A. Helper / Donna M. Lebisly
Organization: Philadelphia Regional EMS
Address: Fire Administration Building

240 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123

R&RF1399:299:dml
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

ORIGINAL: 2003

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: MARCH 14,1999 ™ p ! L . „ •

SECTION NUMBER: Subchapter A: General Dcfinitions__ Sandusky

SECTION TITLE:_ _1001.5(relating to investigations) pg#_ l 1_

COMMENT:

Scope of the Department's investigatory activities needs to be clarified. Reads as a unilateral
approach to investigations.

RECOMMENDATION:

Include the statement "in conjunction with Regional EMS councils"

All comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the
appropriate committee. vO
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Contact Person: Ralph A. Halper / Donna M. Lebisly S ; | | - ^
Organization: Philadelphia Regional EMS ^ ~ )
Address: Fire Administration Building

240 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123 ^ r J? r j
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999 ORIGINAL: 2003

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: MARCH 14,1999 COPIES: Harr is

SECTION NUMBER:. .Subchapter A: General Definitions Sandusky

SECTION TITLE: 1001.6(relating to developmental plan) pg#__l 1_

COMMENT:

The Statewide EMS Development Plan should serve as a blueprint but should also be correlated
to the AWP.

RECOMMENDATION:

Include a statement of developmental plan as AWP, etc.

All comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the
appropriate committee.

Contact Person: Ralph A. Halper / Donna M. Lebisly
Organization: Philadelphia Regional EMS
Address: Fire Administration Building

240 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123

R&RF1399:299: Iml
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999

ORIGINAL: 2003

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: MARCH 14,1999 COPIES: Harris

SECTION NUMBER: Subchapter B: Award_& Administration of Funding sandusky

SECTION TITLE: 1001.21/22 (relating to purpose) pg#_12_
(relating to criteria)

COMMENT:

Funding without contract subject to question.

RECOMMENDATION:

Need an understanding of "funding priorities."

All comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the
appropriate committee.

Contact Person: Ralph A. halper / Donna M. Lebisly
Organization: Philadelphia Regional EMS
Address: Fire Administration Building

240 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123

R&RF1399:299:dml
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS

FEBRUARY 13,1999 ORIGINAL, 2003

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: MARCH 14, 1999 COPIES: Harris

SECTION NUMBER: Subchapter B: Award & Administration of Fundinfcj^usky

SECTION TITLE: 1001.28 (relating to funding) pg#J3_

COMMENT:

Need to explain the funding, contract and distribution of monies. Insufficient explanation, The
Council is designated as a region for funding, ie 1/17.

RECOMMENDATION:

Explanation of the three terms of "funding, contract and distribution" of monies.

All comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to tlfe!
appropriate committee.

Contact Person: Ralph A. Halper / Donna M. Lebisly
Organization: Philadelphia Regional EMS
Address: Fire Administration Building

240 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123

R&RF1399:299:dml
R&R7
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COMMENT FORM FOR PROPOSED REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 13,1999 ORIGINAL: 2003

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS: MARCH 14,1999 COPIES: Harr is

Sandusky
SECTION NUMBER: Subchapter C: Collection of Data and Information Legal

SECTION TITLE: 1001.42 (relating to dissemination) pg#__15

COMMENT:

Persons...required to prohibit data access to only those data elements,., This section needs
explanation since the central server of electronic data directs information flow. The director
should assure confidential standards and flow of information..

RECOMMENDATION;

Explain the advent of electronic data and the central server.

All comments will be responded to by the Department of Health and forwarded to the
appropriate committee.

Contact Person: Ralph A Halper / Donna M. Lebisly
Organization: Philadelphia Regional EMS
Address: Fire Administration Building

240 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123

R&RJF1399:299:dml
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